
Year 5 Home Learning Quiz 

Quiz on: 26th June



1) Order the following events from 1-4 as they happen in chapter IV of ‘The Wind in the Willows’. 

- Ratty and Mole head back home, with the Otter. 

- Ratty and Mole tell Badger about Toad’s behaviour.

- Badger explains the history of the Wild Wood.

- The hedgehogs arrive for breakfast.

2) Order the following events from 1-4 in chapter VIII of ‘The Wind in the Willows’. 

- Toad jumps from the moving train into the woods. 

- Toad realises he’s left all his money in prison and can’t pay for the train ticket. 

- Toad makes a deal with the gaoler’s daughter and her aunt.

- Toad dresses as a washerwoman and escapes prison.

3) Summarise chapter X of ‘The Wind in the Willows’ in your own words. 

4) Name 3 ways in which we can create atmosphere in writing. 

5) What kind of atmosphere do you think Kenneth Graham was trying to create in Badger’s home? 

Why?

6) Fill in the relative pronoun: This is Alice ______ you met last year. (whom, that, which)

7) Fill in the relative pronoun: This is the house _______ I was born in. (where, which, who)

8) Spell representation

9) Spell depiction

10)Spell design

11) Spell technology

12)Spell adventurous

13)Spell activities

14)Spell community

15)Spell language

16)  5 x 8

17) 7 x 12

18) 44 ÷ 4

19) 72 ÷ 8

20) Look at the table to the right. Answer 

the three related questions.

21) Look at the graph to the right: How 

many pencils are 60mm or shorter?                                                                                                                                                                                            

22) Look at the graph to the right: How 

many pencils are longer than 90mm?

23) Why do you think all the depictions of 

Jesus are so different to each other?

24) Name 2 health and safety measures 

you should follow when using a saw.

25) What do you think was the most 

important skill you used in the 
blindfold journey? Explain why.


Children have 15 minutes to complete the 
quiz.




Answers


1) 4, 1, 3, 2

2) 4, 3, 1, 2

3) Accept a suitable summary; must be kept short and only include the VIPs. 

4) Accept any 3: short sentences, make it dark, describe the senses, give the reader clues, vary the 

pace.

5) Accept any suitable answer. e.g. comforting, relaxing, safe because it was warm from the fire, 

they were welcome, he gave them food and shelter, it was scary outside in the Wild Wood but 
they felt safe when they were inside, Badger was friendly to them.


6) whom

7) which

8) representation

9) depiction

10) design

11) technology

12) adventurous

13) activities

14) community

15) language

16) 40

17) 84

18) 11

19) 9

20) 415,000  /  Wakefield and Coventry  /  135,000

21) 21

22) 57

23) Accept reference to the artist wanting to depict a certain characteristic or reflect a particular 

feeling, or that they all come from different parts of the world.

24) Accept any 2: never run your fingers along the teeth, wear safety googles, hole the saw in the 

hand you write with, hold the wood firmly with other hand, do long, slow strokes, put pressure on 
the forward stroke.


25) Accept any suitable skill e.g. listening, clear explanation, teamwork etc with a valid reason


Score       /25


